
Prepositions I

absent from (adj) 
according to (prep) 
accuse sb of (doing) sth (v) 
advantage of (n) 
advice on/against (n) 
afraid of sb/sth (adj) 
agree about/to/on sth (v) 
agree with sb (v) 
aim at sb/sth (v)

amazed at/by sth (adj)
angry at/with sb for (doing) sth

(adj)
annoyed about sth (adj) 
annoyed with sb for doing sth (adj) 
anxious about sth (adj) 
apologise to sb for (doing) sth (v) 
apply to sb for sth (v) 
argue with sb about sth (v)

arrive at a small place (v) 
(BUT arrive home) (v) 
arrive in a big place (v) 
ashamed of sb/sth (adj) 
ask sb for sth (BUT ask sb 

a question) (v) 
astonished at/by sth (adj) 
aware of sth (adj)

bad at sth (adj) 
ban sb from sth (v) 
begin with (v) 
believe in sth (v) 
belong to sb (v)

blame sb/sth for sth (v)
(put the) blame on sb/sth (n) 
boast about/of (v) 
bored with sth (adj) 
borrow sth from sb (v)

brilliant at sth (adj) 
bump into sb/sth (v) 
busy with (adj)

Fill in the correct preposition.

• about • with • into • for • of • to «at • from

1 As she was trying to find her way around
the dark room, Leslie bumped................ a
chair and hurt her knee.

2 One advantage.................cycling to work
is that you save money on petrol.

3 The book begins ................. a short
description of the main characters.

4 When the officials found out that the athlete 
cheated in the race, they banned him 
................ all future competitions.

5 There’s no need for you to be anxious
................ your first day as a teacher; I'm
sure you’ll do fine.

6 You don’t have to apologise ................
breaking my vase, accidents happen!

7 When we arrived ................  the hotel, we
realised that it was quite different from 
what we had expected.

8 Miranda has applied............three different
colleges and is waiting for a response.

Choose the correct preposition.

1 Elliot accused Sam for/of being irresponsible.
2 Are you aware about/of the new rules?
3 The team blamed their goalkeeper 

for/about their defeat.
•i James was absent of/from the meeting.
5 Nancy is annoyed with/at Mort because he 

forgot to give her an important message.
6 Diane has asked John for advice about/on 

what kind of smartphone to buy.
7 Ben is brilliant at/in fixing things.
8 I’m bored in/with this game, can we play 

something else?

Word formation
Fill in the correct form of the words in bold 

~J by forming adjectives from nouns.

1 This dish is completely............................... ;
there’s not even salt or pepper in it. TASTE

2 This dark and rainy weather makes me feel
truly .............................................  MISERY

3 If you need ..................................................
information, you can contact the office 
between 9 am and 5 pm. ADDITION

4 The judge found him ..................................
of vandalism and sentenced him to 
community service. GUILT

5 Greenhouse gases are the major cause of
th e ........................ changes our planet has
experienced over the years. CLIMATE

6 As you Like it is one of Shakespeare’s most
famous........................ plays. HUMOUR

7 The hotel staff were extremely...................
and ready to help us with anything we 
needed. FRIEND

8 Over the years, Brandon has turned his
little shop into a ..........................................
business. SUCCESS

9 The names of the competition winners appear
in ..................................................................
order. ALPHABET

10 Susan found Mark’s remark about women
drivers completely unfair and ......................
OFFENSE

11 John is very .....................................  about
computers and technology. KNOWLEDGE

12 Sailing in stormy weather can b e ..............
....................................................  DANGER

13 Lucile always wears very............................
outfits. TREND

14 This restaurant is good but really..............
................................................... EXPENSE


